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Daily operations are carried out by pressing a single button on Beo4, or by pressing a few buttons in a logical and straightforward sequence.

But the Beo4 remote control incorporates more functions than just the actual buttons. Extra sources can be switched on, and additional functions can be obtained via the display. “Buttons” for these functions can be brought up on the Beo4 display via the LIST button. Refer to the chapter ‘Customise Beo4’.

You can also download the Beo4 lexicon which explains all Beo4 ‘buttons’. Depending on your setup and type of Beo4 some ‘buttons’ may not be supported.
Beo4 buttons in detail …

Move your mouse around this illustration for information about the Beo4 buttons.
The Beo4 buttons give direct remote control of a large number of functions, and the Beo4 display gives you access to even more functions.

Whenever a source is displayed on Beo4 (TV, RADIO, etc.), you can press the LIST button and bring up extra functions in the display to help you operate that source, just as if you were bringing up extra buttons. You can also switch on extra equipment connected to your television.

You can customise a Beo4 to suit your product, and change the order in which these extra functions appear when you bring them up.

Note that Beo4 contains a list of all of Bang & Olufsen’s extra audio and video functions, but only functions supported by your product work when you bring them up in the Beo4 display.
Add an extra ‘button’

When you add a new function to the Beo4 list, you can bring up this new ‘button’ in the Beo4 display.

> Press and hold the standby button down.
> Press LIST to get access to the Beo4 setup function.
> Let go of both buttons. ADD? appears in the display.
> Press the centre button and use ▲ or ▼ to select AV?, LIGHT? or CONTROL?
> Press the centre button to bring up the list of extra ‘buttons’ to add from.

The first ‘button’ appears in the display, it flashes on and off.
> Press ▲ or ▼ to move forwards or backwards in the list of extra ‘buttons’.
> Press the centre button to add and place the ‘button’ on its preset position in the list, or …
> … press 1 – 9 to insert the ‘button’ at a specific position in the list.
> ADDED appears, indicating that the ‘button’ has been added. Long press on BACK will leave the setup.
Move extra ‘buttons’
You can rearrange the order in which the extra ‘buttons’ appear when you press LIST.

> Press and hold the standby button down.
> Press LIST to get access to the Beo4 setup function.
> Let go of both buttons. ADD? appears in the display.
> Press LIST or ↑ to display MOVE? on Beo4.
> Press the centre button and use ↑ to select AV?, LIGHT? or CNTROL?
> Press the centre button to bring up the list of extra ‘buttons’. The first ‘button’ appears in the display.
> Press ↑ or ↓ to move forwards or backwards in the list of extra ‘buttons’.
> Press the centre button to move and place the displayed ‘button’ as the first in the list, or …
> … press 1 – 9 to move the ‘button’ to a specific position in the list.
> MOVED appears, indicating that the ‘button’ has been moved. Long press on BACK will leave the setup.
Remove an extra ‘button’
You can remove any of the extra ‘buttons’ that are available when you press LIST.

> Press and hold the standby button down.
> Press LIST to get access to the Beo4 setup function.
> Let go of both buttons. ADD? appears in the display.
> Press LIST or ↑ to display REMOVE? on Beo4.
> Press the centre button and use ◀ to select AV?, LIGHT? or CNTROL?
> Press the centre button to bring up the list of extra ‘buttons’. The first ‘button’ appears in the display.
> Press ▲ or ◀ to move forwards or backwards in the list of extra ‘buttons’.
> Press the centre button to remove the ‘button’ shown in the display.
> REMOVED appears, indicating that the ‘button’ has been removed. Long press on BACK will leave the setup.
Set up Beo4
If you buy a new Beo4 you can set it up for your television.

- Press and hold the standby button down.
- Press LIST to get access to the Beo4 setup function.
- Let go of both buttons. ADD? appears in the display.
- Press LIST or ‹ to display ZONE?, CONFIG? or MODE? on Beo4.
- Press the centre button to select the setup you want.
- Press ‹ or ‡ to display the setting you want on Beo4.
- Press the centre button to store the configuration.
  STORED appears, indicating that the configuration has been stored.
  Long press on BACK will leave the setup.

Beo4 zones (ZONE?)
ALL Used if you have one Beo4 in each room for all your products (default setting).
VIDEO Used if you have more than one Beo4 in a room and you want to use it to activate both video and audio sources via your video product.
AUDIO Used if you have more than one Beo4 in a room and you want to use it to activate both audio and video sources via your audio product.
LINK Used if you have, for example, more than one television in the same room (Option 4). Refer to the guide enclosed with your product.
Beo4 options (OPTION?)
Appears when you access the Beo4 setup mode. Enables you to preprogram a
Bang & Olufsen system setup.
V.OPT Video options
A.OPT Audio options
L.OPT Link options
For further information, refer to the guide enclosed with your product.

Beo4 configuration (VIDEO?)
For selecting a dedicated video product setup for Beo4.
VIDEO 5 Supports, for example, video products for the American and
European markets.
VIDEO 6 Supports, for example, BeoVision Avant and earlier BeoVision MX
models.
For further information, contact your local Bang & Olufsen retailer.
Beo4 modes (MODE?)

**MODE 1** When a Beo4 remote control is in MODE 1, the navigation button is used for menu operation, and menu and source operation are separated. **MODE 1 should be used if:**

- all your televisions in your video setup contain the ‘REMOTE CONTROL’ or ‘BEO4 SETTING’ menu and are set to ‘NAVIGATION BUTTON’.

When operating recent televisions without the REMOTE CONTROL/BEO4 SETTING menu, Beo4 must be set to MODE 1.

**MODE 2** When a Beo4 remote control is in MODE 2, the navigation button does not work and menu and source operation are not separated. **MODE 2 should be used if:**

- one of your televisions in your video setup does not contain the ‘REMOTE CONTROL’ or ‘BEO4 SETTING’ menu …
- … you also use a Beo4 remote control without navigation button in your video setup.

Set the ‘REMOTE CONTROL’ or ‘BEO4 SETTING’ menu to ‘NO NAVIGATION BUTTON’, where possible.

Reset your Beo4 (RESET?)

For resetting your Beo4 to default, all settings will be deleted. Select RESET? from the LIST menu.
Conversion ...

New functions on Beo4 (type 1710)

Move your mouse over the highlighted buttons.

Beo4
- type 1621/22/24/25

Beo4
- type 1710
Cleaning the Beo4 ...
Wipe the Beo4 remote control with a soft, lint-free, wet cloth which is wrung firmly.

Changing the batteries
When BATTERY appears in the Beo4 display, it is time to change the batteries in the remote control.

The Beo4 requires three batteries (placed under the lid on the back). We recommend that you use 1.5 volt (size AAA) Alkaline batteries only.

Replace the batteries as shown in the illustration.

When you have replaced the batteries, you must wait for about 10 seconds until the display reads TV. The Beo4 remote control is then ready to operate again.

Note: We recommend that you keep a finger on top of the batteries until the lid is in place.

CAUTION! Do not expose batteries to excessive heat such as sunshine, fire or the like!